
  I can barely fathom how these 2 companies think they are too big
to still respect thier customers.I run a local computer company and
we are in motion to buy 3 more in the area to expand our customer base
.And in this process if just one of my employees even thinks of acting
the way these two companies wishs to act i will fire that person on the
spot!.I personally use bellsouth as my isp in south florida for the simple
reason i have no choice for adsl than them..as this is also a company
trieng to hold tight onto a market in the region i am in.i cannot choose
any other company unless i wish to pay almost double for this service..
in fact..the local isps' and sprint offer adsl but it's carrier is bellsouth!!!
so why pay them to connect to bellsouth for me when i can do the same
directly through them!!!!!....this is outright monopaly and theres not a
damm thing i can do about it untill the government gets off its ass..
and does something about this...much like this merger and the censership
issue they are currently dealing with...i have no clue why the government
went after bill gates and microsoft(which he helps to run the government and
world every fucking day!!!!..
without bill and his company my mom couldn't even use a computer.
or half the welfare recieving retards that work for the government in various
departments....) when they have much better things to waste my tax dollars on.
like schools,roads,ssi,veterans benifits,revamping the military(which is sorely
under-manned)
thanks to bush and clinton.....
BOTTOM LINE FOR ANY HALF INTELLIGENT SHMUCK IN THIS OFFICE READING THIS
MESSAGE.....
if you fools wanna wasts my taxes on a cause..make it free speech..cause i'm
sure as hell done being fucking sensered.
i didn't serve in the navy for this country for some corperation to tell me
i can't cuss over the internet!!!!!!
take that and shove it in ur pipe.
sincerly,
Sn Clayton
USS Tattnall DDG-19


